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Host SM_Nick says:
"Shattered Mirrors, Part Three"

Host SM_Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Mortimer says:
::finally forces open his cabin door after being locked in for the last hour::

EO_Leasha says:
::is in Main Engineering trying to shut down the auto destruct::  Self: I didn't do it I didn't do it, the chief is going to kill me…

TO_K`Nargh says:
::Steps out of the shuttle::  Self: Ah finally back

CEO_DuPont says:
::Running full out towards main engineering ::

CMO_Varesh says:
::mutters under his breath::  MO: Jau, start getting additional triage areas ready... we might need them.

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: Self destruct in 80 seconds.

SO_Lessing says:
::Looks briefly at the horse::  Computer: Beam that into space.

TO_K`Nargh says:
Self: what the self destruction when did this happen? ::runs towards the bridge::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> SO: Unable to comply.

EO_Leasha says:
Computer: Oh be nice and shut the Auto destruct  ::still trying to shut it down .. walks over to the main systems and starts tapping away on a consol::

FCO-Exeter says:
::making his will::  Self: I'll take my collection of holonovels with me

Host CO_Black says:
::walks to the back of the bridge::  *CEO*: Chief, talk to me...what's going on ?

CEO_DuPont says:
::Arrives in ME:: Computer : Cancel auto destruct sequence, Authorisation DuPont 0 7 9 alpha tango

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CEO: Authorisation required.

XO_Mortimer says:
::heads into a TL:: TL: Bridge, priority one.

CEO_DuPont says:
*CO* I have no idea sir, we seem to have systems failures all over the ship

TO_K`Nargh says:
::gets on bridge::  CO: Sir what is going on, I just got back......need me to do anything?

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the CEO cringes and carries on ::

Host CO_Black says:
Computer: Cancel Self Destruct Sequence, Authorisation Black Alpha 120 Beta

CEO_DuPont says:
Computer:  ::Said through clenched teeth::  Cancel auto destruct sequence Authorisation DuPont 0 7 9 alpha tango

SO_Lessing says:
Computer: Open the airlock Doors.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::standing up looking around in the sickbay::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CO: Authorisation required.  DuKo'cha clearance only.

CEO_DuPont says:
EO: Try override the auto destruct sequence using the manual codes

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CEO: Unable to comply.  DuKo'cha clearance only.

FCO-Exeter says:
::over hears computer::  CO: DuKo'Cha???

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: Sir that what I’m doing but its not working  ::hears the computer::  A what clearance, Sir ?

Host CO_Black says:
::shakes his head::  Self: What the ??   Computer: Explain DuKo'cha clearance !

SO_Lessing says:
::Walks to the airlock doors and starts to fiddle with manual controls::

CMO_Varesh says:
::moves briskly among the biobeds::  CNS: Counselor, help Lt. Hixxan with the triage areas... for what they are worth.

CEO_DuPont says:
::Activates a console and begins inputting the auto destruct sequence manually::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CO: Clearance set by Ensign Leasha

EO_Leasha says:
::still manually tries to shut the auto destruct down ::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::nods his head::  CMO: Right.

XO_Mortimer says:
::TL arrives at the bridge with a shudder, and he steps out::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::heads to tac 1 and turns it on::

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: The manual controls explode on Lessing, causing him to fly back into the wall.

Host CO_Black says:
*EO*: Black to Leasha, Ensign, what did you do the computer...?  It's asking me for some sort of clearance and it indicates YOU put it there...

CEO_DuPont says:
::Shouts:: EO: Karla, shut down the auto destruct using your own clearance code

XO_Mortimer says:
::heads to the CO::  CO: I apologise for the delay, sir. Had a bit of a problem getting my cabin door open.

TO_K`Nargh says:
Console: TO to security, Sweep this ship and see if there is anyone aboard, Search every room and floor on this ship

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All:  Sixty seconds to self-destruct.

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: Sir maybe if I shut the main computer down  *CO*: Sir I didn't do anything Honestly I don't know why it said it

XO_Mortimer says:
::hears the computer:: Self: Oh

SO_Lessing says:
::Groans Loudly::  *Sickbay*: Medical Emergency in Science...  nevermind.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Indicates where a patient should go::

FCO-Exeter says:
:;on the bridge preaching damnation

Host CO_Black says:
::nods::  XO: Well, that all could make no difference now if we can't solve this now...  *EO*: Fix it Ensign...seems you're the only one that can...

CMO_Varesh says:
*SO*: Never mind? I don't think so. Someone is on their way. ::nods at one of the med techs who rushes off::

CEO_DuPont says:
EO: Do it shut it down now

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Sending security teams to sweep the ship sir

EO_Leasha says:
Computer: Quit blaming this on me and shut down the Auto destruct Sequence Authorisation Leasha Alpha 995  ::knows its not going to work but want to prove to everyone its not her ::

MO_Hixxan says:
::begins to tap up on his console to turn selected cargo bay’s, holodecks and the mess hall into emergency treatment facilities::

EO_Leasha says:
*CO*: Err… yes Sir

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> EO: Unable to comply.  Duko'cha clearance only.

XO_Mortimer says:
CO: Sir, any chance we can get the destruct charges taken out manually? Beamed out of the ship if necessary?

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the chief:: CEO: See its not me

Host CO_Black says:
XO: We can try...but we got little time, head for OPS console and see what you can do...

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Brian, I suggest Evacuation on the shuttle for those who still have a purpose in life!

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::helps a med tech with some equipment::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer. All: 50 seconds to self-destruct

EO_Leasha says:
::starts to shut down the computer hoping it will work sets up gens as back up power::

Host CO_Black says:
*EO*: Ensign, please remember, what did you do before this all started...?

CMO_Varesh says:
::frowns as he works on some patients that started panicking::  Computer: Beam all patients from sickbay to the life support pods.

XO_Mortimer says:
::vaults over the nearest console towards OPS, landing awkwardly but managing to land in front of the console::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::charges tachyon scans and is about to leave::  CO: Permission to leave the bridge Captain, I’m going to see if there is any clocked ships aboard ::yells with all the commotion::

SO_Lessing says:
::Gets up, arm at not-quite normal angle::  Computer: Remove the forcefield around the Object.

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Varesh to Captain Black.

CEO_DuPont says:
::groans as he hears the computer:: Computer : Commence general computer shut down, authorisation DuPont Beta Zulu  0 5  7 9

XO_Mortimer says:
::crawls into the chair, and begins programming the transporter to beam every destruct charge off the ship, tying into the ship plans to expedite matters::

EO_Leasha says:
::wants too laugh because its ridiculous::  *CO*: Sir I was dealing with the horse that was it and the TL then I came here

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CEO: Unable to comply.  Duko'cha clearance only.

Host CO_Black says:
FCO: Granted, see to it that only the senior staff stays behind...

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Black here...

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::gets a crew of medical staff to turn cargo transporters from stationary to quantum so that it is safer to transport life...   begins to test emergency transporters throughout ship and does a level 1 on all buffers::

XO_Mortimer says:
Computer: Computer, execute program immediately, priority one.

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Captain, I'm evacuating sickbay. I'm just waiting for the computer to beam the patients to life pods.

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: I just don't get this I never set a Duko'cha Clearance

TO_K`Nargh says:
::scans the vicinity::  CO: No ships detected in the area sir

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Very well Doctor, we're not sure if we can stop it from up here...

SO_Lessing says:
::right eye twitches furiously::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> XO: Your request is in a queue and will be answered shortly.  We value your request and treat it with utmost urgency.

FCO-Exeter says:
::taps on his console::  *ALL*: All none essential personnel, please report too the shuttlebay for evacuation priority 1, I repeat, All none essential personnel, please report too the shuttlebay for evacuation priority 1

XO_Mortimer says:
Computer: What the? Override! Authorisation…er... Mortimer delta..um.. seven gamma!

Host CO_Black says:
TO: Understood, good to see you keep a clear mind, Ensign... ::smiles faintly::

EO_Leasha says:
Computer: Please explain who put the clearance in

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Aye, sir... what's the problem if I may ask. All I know is that self destruct started. ::growls as another patient goes into shock::

SO_Lessing says:
::makes his way rapidly to shuttlebay one, avoiding turbolifts, and any other computer-controlled areas::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> EO: Ensign Karla Leasha, Engineering Officer USS Scimitar

FCO-Exeter says:
Computer: Please locate DuKo'cha!

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 40 seconds to auto-destruct

CEO_DuPont says:
::Thinks for a moment :: EO:  Karla walk into the turbolift and order the computer to cancel the auto destruct

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: any thing you need me to do at the moment?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::helps a patient to the sickbay doors, giving them directions::

CMO_Varesh says:
::looks up and sees the patients he hasn't seen to yet, disappear in a blue shimmer and frowns::

SO_Lessing says:
::notices he is passing sickbay, decides to help::

Host CO_Black says:
TO: Monitor the evacuation and see to it that it goes as orderly as possible...

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> FCO: DuKo'cha is not aboard this vessel.

FCO-Exeter says:
*ALL*: I repeat, All none essential personnel, please report too the shuttlebay for evacuation priority 1

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Yes sir

XO_Mortimer says:
Computer: Computer, execute program immediately! That means now!

SO_Lessing says:
CMO: Anything I can do to help Sir?

CEO_DuPont says:
::grabs Leasha and practically drags her to the TL::  EO: Get in and order it to stop the self destruct

TO_K`Nargh says:
::leaves bridge and runs towards the shuttlebay entrance::

MO_Hixxan_ says:
*CMO* Sir, triage areas are nearly complete here... we're just bringing out emergency biobeds and supplies

FCO-Exeter says:
Computer: When did Duko'cha leave?

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 30 seconds to auto-destruct

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the Chief:: CEO: Yes Sir if you think it will work  ::runs to the TL enters::  Computer: Now computer Cancel auto destruct Authorisation Leasha Alpha 995 Using the Duko'cha Clearance…

XO_Mortimer says:
::hits the OPS console, hard::

TO_K`Nargh says:
ALL: Come on people move, move, fill up the shuttles quickly LETS GO

CMO_Varesh says:
SO: I'm going on a hunch here... don't touch any of my patients.  CNS: That goes for you too... ::reverses the treatment of the current patient and stands back::

SO_Lessing says:
::makes it to Shuttlebay one::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> 20 seconds to auto-destruct.

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> EO: Access denied.

Host CO_Black says:
*EO*: Ensign, try to remove that clearance using your security code and we'll try it again from up here....

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::freezes:: CMO: Alright.

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 10 seconds to auto-destruct.

EO_Leasha says:
::waits to see if it will work knowing it won't because she never set it walks out of the TL::  *CO*: Yes Sir

SO_Lessing says:
::confused:: CMO: Aye Sir.

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 9

CMO_Varesh says:
::waves the med techs away:: Computer: Beam all patients in sickbay to escape pods and launch when ready. ::makes sure he's nowhere near any biobed::

XO_Mortimer says:
::sits at OPS, powerless::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 8

EO_Leasha says:
COMP: Remove Duko'cha Clearance Authorisation Leasha Karla Alpha 995 Please

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 7

XO_Mortimer says:
::thinks of his wife and baby daughter::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> EO: Access denied.

TO_K`Nargh says:
Self: Crap ::runs towards the bridge::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All 6

Host CO_Black says:
::glances at the XO::

EO_Leasha says:
*CO* Sir it didn't work it refuses my access

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 5

XO_Mortimer says:
::wipes a tear from his eye::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::runs onto the bridge::  CO: Lets just blow up the computer

CMO_Varesh says:
::looks calm as the countdown continues, feeling powerless::

FCO-Exeter says:
::stands up, ready too be blown in too tiny bits of space dust, once again::

CEO_DuPont says:
::heads towards the console again and manually overrides all Leasha's commands, and then enters a manual cancel of the auto destruct sequence

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 4

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 3

Host CO_Black says:
Self: Darn it...  *CEO*: Shutdown the computer core !

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CEO: Working.

EO_Leasha says:
::walks back to ME::  CEO: I’m sorry Sir it didn't work

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 2

XO_Mortimer says:
::frantically tries to beam the computer core off the ship::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> All: 1

TO_K`Nargh says:
Self: any on my first day back ::growls::

SO_Lessing says:
::closes his eyes::

CEO_DuPont says:
::squeezes his eyes shut::

EO_Leasha says:
::bites lip::

XO_Mortimer says:
::wonders why he isn’t dead yet::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::waits for the impact but nothing happens::  All: What the?

CMO_Varesh says:
::waits::

TO_K`Nargh says:
all: Nothing happened

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: Hmm, Sir ?

XO_Mortimer says:
::curses whichever StarFleet programmer put that delay in::

SO_Lessing says:
::opens one eye, sees the CMO::

FCO-Exeter says:
::looks around::  Self: Ah, nuts!

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CMO: Shouldn’t we be dead yet?

XO_Mortimer says:
::looks around, slowly::

CMO_Varesh says:
CNS: I'm unsure...

XO_Mortimer says:
::pinches himself::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Ummm....what just happened sir......

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: Are we dead or didn't the ship go bang ?

XO_Mortimer says:
Self: OW!

SO_Lessing says:
::opens the other eyes, sees the CNS as well::

CEO_DuPont says:
::clears throat and rather tentatively asks::  Computer: Status of the Scimitar's primary systems?

Host CO_Black says:
::waits the final blast which doesn't come::  XO: If someone has been playing a joke on us....oohh, he'll be my prisoner for life !

XO_Mortimer says:
::looks around and sees the bridge of a starship::  Self: Great, I went straight to hell.

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CEO: Primary systems operating at full capacity.

CEO_DuPont says:
::Looks at the EO but doesn't answer:: Computer : Status of auto destruct system?

EO_Leasha says:
::Shakes head and walks to a consol and quietly gets on running a diagnostic on the computer core ::

FCO-Exeter says:
::looks around::  Self: Either I'm dead or god has a foul sense of humour!

SO_Lessing says:
::Nervously::  Computer: What is our location?

XO_Mortimer says:
CO: Sir, if I find him he won't live to be a prisoner.

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: Just checking Sir

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Varesh to Captain Black. If we're not going to be space dust, sir, can we go and fetch my patients that did make it off the ship?

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CEO: Auto-destruct system disarmed.

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::continues to get emergency medical facilities ready::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Sir, I think there may be someone on this ship with clocked capabilities.....

EO_Leasha says:
::Looks :: CEO: Seems its disarmed Sir
CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Wonders what in the heck is going on::

Host CO_Black says:
::smiles::  XO: That's the spirit...  ::walks back on the command area::  *CEO*: Chief, report...

CEO_DuPont says:
*CO*: Captain, looks like we managed to avert the destruct sequence sir, can I recommend we comm. StarFleet and get them to get a vessel to tow us back to Starbase?

XO_Mortimer says:
::breathing heavily::

XO_Mortimer says:
::wonders what that pounding sound is::

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Understood, please see to it...

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: Sir the Computer is running at normal parameters

Host CO_Black says:
XO: Commander, recall the evacuation sequence and get everyone back onboard...

XO_Mortimer says:
CO: Sir...er.. oh. Aye, sir.

MO_Hixxan_ says:
*CMO* emergency facilities and triage all ready Sir, awaiting your orders

FCO-Exeter says:
::checks flight operations::  Computer: Please give a report about flight systems

CMO_Varesh says:
*MO*: Jau, please treat the inevitable wounded that will come in, I have some escape pods to get back on the ship.

XO_Mortimer says:
*All Crew*: Terminate evacuation process. All crew to return to duty stations. Repeat, terminate evacuation process.

TO_K`Nargh says:
::sits down at tac 1::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> FCO: Flight control is operating at full efficiency.

SO_Lessing says:
::Walks back to Science Lab::

Host CO_Black says:
::glances at the TO and frowns::  TO: Explain...

MO_Hixxan_ says:
*CMO* Aye Sir, standing by for injuries, Hixxan out

CEO_DuPont says:
EO: No its not Karla, now I want a level 1 diagnostic of the all the computer systems on this ship and I want it yesterday!

SO_Lessing says:
::Enters Science Lab, notices that the Horse has begun to glow purple::

CMO_Varesh says:
::thinks a moment:: CNS: Who do you think I should go pester about getting those pods back?

EO_Leasha says:
CEO: But .. I .. erm .. just .. did one Sir ::shrugs::  I’ll get to the main computer core then, Sir

SO_Lessing says:
Self: Errrrr.....  *XO*: Sir, The artefact has begun to glow....  purple....

FCO-Exeter says:
::sets course too Vintraja 6::  CO: We can resume our course too Vintraja 6,sir

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: These things that are happening on this ship just can't happen by themselves....someone must be doing this....the countdown was set up by someone and disarmed by someone...I personally think there is someone or something aboard this ship, Sir

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Makes a face, thinking::  CMO: The FCO or Ops I think.

XO_Mortimer says:
*SO* Purple? Look, I don't think we have time to think about some silly artefact right now! Do you know we could have died?!?!

XO_Mortimer says:
::still breathing heavily::

CMO_Varesh says:
::smiles:: CNS: And I'm sure Lt. Exeter is going to be his ever charming self...

SO_Lessing says:
Computer: Scan. That.  Object.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CMO: Yeah.

EO_Leasha says:
::Starts to head out before the CEO can say anything but did find it kind of amusing so starts humming away as she picks up her tool box ::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> SO: Increased levels of Radium oxide.

SO_Lessing says:
*XO*: The Computer reports elevated levels of Radium Oxide.

Host CO_Black says:
*CEO*: I agree with you chief, we do need some assistance.. but for now, we need everything back in working order and I don't want this to happen ever again...

SO_Lessing says:
Computer: What could that cause?

XO_Mortimer says:
*SO* Radium Oxide? What does that mean?

Host CO_Black says:
TO: It's a possibility, Ensign, check who set the self destruct sequence and who disarmed it... maybe that will give you some clues as who or what we're facing..

SO_Lessing says:
*XO*: Will let you know momentarily, Sir.

XO_Mortimer says:
*SO*: Are you saying that artefact could have something to do with what’s going on? 

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Yes sir

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: I'm waiting too get permission too resume our course!

SO_Lessing says:
*XO*: I think that is a probability, Sir.

CMO_Varesh says:
::goes to the nearest console and types in a sequence to recall the pods that had ejected from the ship::

CEO_DuPont says:
*CO*: Sir with all due respect I have no idea what is happening to the ship, I can in no way guarantee that it may not happen again. Sir its the CEO's recommendation that the Scimitar in her present state is not space worthy, and as such we require immediate assistance

SO_Lessing says:
Computer: Respond to my inquiry.

EO_Leasha says:
::heads for the Computer core singing away to her self::


TO_K`Nargh says:
Computer: who disarmed the self destruct sequence?

Host CO_Black says:
FCO: We'll hold position for now, Lieutenant.... I want to know what is happening first...

XO_Mortimer says:
CO: Sir! I have to protest. We need to get that ... thing.. off the ship, right now.

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> TO: Ensign DuPont.

SO_Lessing says:
*XO*: I heard that, and I quite agree.

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Umm sir it says Ens. Dupont disarmed the countdown....::weird look on his face::

MO_Hixxan_ says:
:: gets hyposprays of trianaline ready::

SO_Lessing says:
::begins to manually set the Transporter to beam the Horse a LONG way from the ship::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> SO: Radium Oxide is a harmless gaseous substance, used predominantly to illuminate.

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Not bloody important, Flight Systems are working and the answer is at Vintraja 6!

EO_Leasha says:
::enters the computer core and starts her manual Checks working happily away ::

XO_Mortimer says:
::overhears the TO:: CO: Sir, I'd suggest we get Ensign Dupont off the ship at the same time as that THING!

Host CO_Black says:
TO: Understood...

Host CO_Black says:
XO: Calm down Commander...

XO_Mortimer says:
::turning red, trying to calm down::

Host CO_Black says:
*SO*: All Right, Ensign...again... what's with this artefact ?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
*XO* Commander, I suggest you calm down.

CMO_Varesh says:
::nods in satisfaction as the schematic shows all the pods have returned and sends some staff to bring the patients back to sickbay::

FCO-Exeter says:
::looks at the XO::  XO: Sir, I really should check your blood pressure, you gone red again, Sir!

EO_Leasha says:
::runs a tricorder over things sees there’s nothing wrong and heads back to ME ::

SO_Lessing says:
*XO, CO*: Commander, Captain: Sir.  It is glowing purple.  While the glow of itself is not ominous, I believe it to be at least partially responsible for the problems aboard.  My recommendation as Science officer is to beam it off the ship, and study it from a safe distance.

EO_Leasha says:
::suddenly thinks of something turns back and goes to run a recheck on something ::

CMO_Varesh says:
::looks irritated as waves of emotion washes over him:: Self: I'm going to ask the Captain if sickbay can be moved to deck 17... ::mutters::

XO_Mortimer says:
*CNS* I think .. yes.. yes, you're right. Of course. ::nods to the FCO, too::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> EO: Authorisation confirmed.  Auto-destruct in 90 seconds.

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::goes along with other crew members to help transport patients from their pods back up to sickbay::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
*XO*: Try counting to ten, slowly.

TO_K`Nargh says:
Computer: Who set-up that self destruct?

FCO-Exeter says:
::shakes his head at the XO::  Self: What a nutcase!

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Another countdown

Host CO_Black says:
::hears the computer once again and sighs::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Takes in a deep breath as he hears the Computer::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CMO: I'm heading to the bridge. Call me if you need me. ::heads for the TL::

XO_Mortimer says:
*CNS*: 1....2....3....4....5....6.....7......8........9..... ::hears the countdown::

CMO_Varesh says:
::ponders beating his head against the enclosure around his office::

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the computer :: Self: oopps

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> TO: Ensign Karla Leasha.

Host CO_Black says:
*CEO*: Chief, you disabled it once, repeat what you did the last time....

FCO-Exeter says:
Self: here we go again  ::sets course too Vintraja six and engages the ship::

CEO_DuPont says:
::manually overrides the EO's command codes and cancels the auto destruct sequence for the third time::

XO_Mortimer says:
::freezes in position::

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: The Scimitar starts off.

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Sir this time it says EO Leasha started it, I suggest you tell everyone aboard this ship not to touch a computer until we figure this out

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: Backwards.

SO_Lessing says:
::goes pale::

CEO_DuPont says:
*CO* just inputted the codes again sir

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> Working.

EO_Leasha says:
::walks out and heads for ME::

Host SM_Nick says:
<Computer> CEO: Auto-destruct sequence deactivated.

FCO-Exeter says:
::shakes his head and sets the ship too fly sideways and then engages::

Host CO_Black says:
TO: Not yet Ensign....

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: The Scimitar sets off.  Diagonally perpendicular to Vintraja 6

CEO_DuPont says:
::Lets out another sigh, suddenly feeling very, very old::  *CO*: Destruct sequence aborted Captain…

SO_Lessing says:
*CO*: Permission to attempt to beam the horse off, Sir?

FCO-Exeter says:
::stops the ship for a second::  Self: Let’s see what happens!

EO_Leasha says:
::walks back in to ME Sees the Chief and smiles::  CEO: I can see nothing wrong with that computer and I’m not going near it again

Host CO_Black says:
*CEO*: Very well...nice job Chief...

Host CO_Black says:
*SO*: Negative, it's part of this puzzle...

CMO_Varesh says:
*MO*: Jau, come to sickbay please... I'm not touching any patient until this mess is sorted out... I could kill someone.

CEO_DuPont says:
*CO*: Nothing nice about it sir, this ship is a death trap at present sir, unless we get help!

SO_Lessing says:
*CO*: Very well Sir.

XO_Mortimer says:
FCO: Excuse me a second ::leans over him, and tries putting the ship into full forward::

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::doesn't like the taught of his life being in the hands of such responsibility-less rouges .. decides to send a stern message to the first officer when he gets off duty::

EO_Leasha says:
::Sees the CEO is clearly busy and hasn't seen her so goes to sneak out as far away as possible from ME ::

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: The Scimitar flies off towards Vintraja 6.

EO_Leasha says:
::oh and the computer::

FCO-Exeter says:
XO: Sure, have a blast 

TO_K`Nargh says:
::sits down at tac 1 scanning the ships vicinity while it heads for Vintraja 6::

CEO_DuPont says:
EO: Your confined to the brig where you can't do any more trouble  *TO*: Ensign Leasha is confined tot he brig, where she and the rest of the crew are hopefully safe ....

XO_Mortimer says:
::looks back down at the FCO::

Host CO_Black says:
::sees the viewscreen view the ship going to warp::  Self: Thank God...

MO_Hixxan_ says:
*CMO*: Aye Sir, on my way....       ::enters TL::

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Sir, I'm relieving myself of duty until this situation is resolved.

EO_Leasha says:
:: spins and looks at the Chief::  CEO: I’m what !!!!...... I didn't do a thing ..oh c'mon Sir you don't mean that…

CEO_DuPont says:
::Turns to watch the warp core as the ship jumps to warp::

TO_K`Nargh says:
*CEO*: Yes sir, send her up to tac 2

XO_Mortimer says:
FCO: Why didn't you just set it properly in the first place?

FCO-Exeter says:
::shakes his head::  All: I had it, bleeding thing is cursed  ::stands up ready too leave::

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Understood, have Lieutenant Hixxan take over your duties...

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: After another couple of small hiccups, the Scimitar arrives in orbit around Vintraja 6.

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Umm sir, every time I sit on tac 1 or touch it the torpedoes arm themselves.......

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Already done, sir.

SO_Lessing says:
::Stands in the Science, staring intently and murderously at the Horse::

CEO_DuPont says:
EO: I'm sorry Karla, but I can't take the risk that you start the destruct sequence again, report to the tac 2 immediately, dismissed!

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::stands on the bridge::

Host CO_Black says:
::sighs::  TO: Don't touch the panel then, Ensign... let me... ::moves over to the console::

FCO-Exeter says:
::in a corner on the bridge pouting and slowly going insane::

Host CO_Black says:
TO: Take science and scan the planet, report any abnormalities...

CMO_Varesh says:
::sits at one of the free consoles on the bridge, since he has nothing else to do at the moment, and watches the planet on the view screen::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Yes sir

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the CEO sadly::  CEO: But I didn't do anything ::looks to the ground and walks out:: TL: TAC Where ever that is

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Goes over to Exeter::  FCO: It'll be okay.

SO_Lessing says:
::Scans the planet::

FCO-Exeter says:
CNS: Right sure it will be  ::looks around::  All: We’re all doomed!

CEO_DuPont says:
::Monitors anything and everything on the Scimitars systems, being very careful not to touch anything::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::moves to science 1::  *EO*: Report to science 2 instead of tac2 thanks

CNS_tr`Loris says:
FCO: We're all here in one piece.

CMO_Varesh says:
::gives the FCO a disdainful look::  Self: Fatalist.

Host CO_Black says:
Self: Hhhmm...  XO: Commander, take a look at these readings... I'm detecting one life form on the planet's surface...  ::tries to identify it::

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::Arrives in Sickbay, and gets the medical staff to go around and put back all the medical supplies...  he begins to go around and see how the patients are doing after there little excursion::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::powers up science 1 and does a scan of the planet::

XO_Mortimer says:
::walks over to the CO and looks at the readings::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Sir, the planet is all sand and there's some wooden artefacts and structures

EO_Leasha says:
*TO*: Understood  TL: Science 2 Comp, thanks a bunch  ::is very upset ::

Host CO_Black says:
*SO*: Ensign, what's the status of our artefact ?

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: All the wood is buried deep beneath the sand, Sir

SO_Lessing says:
*CO*: Sir, it is now a very bright shade of purple.  Other than that, nothing unusual.

XO_Mortimer says:
FCO: Mr. Exeter... perhaps you could make yourself useful at OPS?

FCO-Exeter says:
XO: Why we’re all doomed anyway ?

XO_Mortimer says:
FCO: Just trust me. Take the console.

Host CO_Black says:
XO: All Right, you have the bridge...  TO, FCO, CMO, *CEO*: You're with me...we're going to beam down to meet this humanoid on the surface..   

EO_Leasha says:
::leaves the TL and looks for the TO::

CMO_Varesh says:
::walks over to the OPS console::  XO: I as going to offer my services at that station... unless you want me to do something else?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
FCO: You handled ops before. You can handle it this time.

XO_Mortimer says:
CMO: Perhaps try to keep us in orbit? ::grins::

TO_K`Nargh says:
EO: Please stay at science 2 and don’t move that’s an order…

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Yes, sir

EO_Leasha says:
::Sighs:: TO: Can I sit ?

Host CO_Black says:
*SO*: Ensign, ready the artefact to beamed down with us....

CMO_Varesh says:
XO: Seems I have something else to do... ::walks over to Black:: CO: I'm right here, sir.

CEO_DuPont says:
::Heads towards the TL, but think again and climbs into a Jefferies tube and climbs up to TR1::

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::begins to administer trioxin to a chemical burn and applies a neural modulator to the neck of a patient::

FCO-Exeter says:
::stands up::  Self: Hhhmm, act weird and get on a away mission  ::makes a quick mental note::

TO_K`Nargh says:
EO: Yes, just do not touch anything.....thanks ::smiles:: don’t worry this will be over soon

Host CO_Black says:
::moves to the TL::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::follows the CO out::

XO_Mortimer says:
::checks the ship's orbit himself::

CMO_Varesh says:
::enters the TL with Black::

SO_Lessing says:
*CO*: Very well Sir.  ::Programmes the Computer to beam the object down when the CO transports::

EO_Leasha says:
TO: As long as I don't touch anything that is what you’re saying  ::sits down sadly feeling really hurt and upset::

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Wait up, Brian, I’m a coming  ::runs for the TL::

Host CO_Black says:
::as the FCO enters::  TL: Transporter Room 1 !

TO_K`Nargh says:
CO: Sir, what do you think about the wooden structures under the sand?

EO_Leasha says:
::Listens to what is going on and pulls out a PADD to read in the mean time ::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Finally after a long climb arrives very red faced in TR1::

Host CO_Black says:
TO: I would guess we have an sample of them onboard...what their relation is Ihave no idea about...  ::exits the TL and enters TR 1::

CMO_Varesh says:
::waits as the TL goes down a few decks, exits when it stops and walks to the TR::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::nods and follows the CO out::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
*CO*: I'd be careful with the FCO down there.

EO_Leasha says:
::Sees the To walk out and looks around to see who else is a bout and smiles::

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::begins to regulate Sickbay to the state it was before the artefact was found... sends emergency staff back to the quarters until needed, and continues to check how patients are doing...    it's his first time as a Chief Officer, so he hopes everything runs smoothly::

FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Went into the Suicide act, you know that act ::smiles::

Host CO_Black says:
::nods at the rest of his away team and smiles::  *CNS*: Noted, Counsellor...  TR Chief: Beam us down to the humanoid's coordinates when you're ready....

CMO_Varesh says:
::gets onto the TR pad and waits for the rest to assemble::

Host SM_Nick says:
TR Chief (who is actually a maintenance clerk) CO: Aye, sir.

SO_Lessing says:
::watches the horse shimmer into nothingness, breathes a sigh of relief::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Climbs onto the TR padd with his tricorder and phaser::

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: The crew beam down onto the planet surface.

TO_K`Nargh says:
@::charges up his phaser::

CMO_Varesh says:
@::hands rest on his phaser and tricorder as they appear on the surface::

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: The planet is bare, with a bleak sky.  No sign of a sun.

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: There is nothing but sand dunes around, and a very light breeze.

FCO-Exeter says:
@::as soon as beamed down grabs his phaser and checks the surrounding::

CEO_DuPont says:
::materialises, takes out his tricorder and begins to scan his surroundings::

CMO_Varesh says:
@::pulls out his tricorder and scans the area::  CO: Scanning...

Host CO_Black says:
@::takes out his tricorder::  TO: Be alert...

TO_K`Nargh says:
@::scans the perimeter for any signs of life;:

TO_K`Nargh says:
@CO: Yes, sir

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the SO:: SO: Did you ever find anything out about it ?

CMO_Varesh says:
@::points:: CO: Sir, I pick up the life form, right over there, on the other side of that dune.

XO_Mortimer says:
*CO*: Sir, is everything okay down there?

Host CO_Black says:
@All: All Right Gentlemen...let's do this the right way.. ::stares at the sand::

TO_K`Nargh says:
@CO: Permission to go check that dune out?

Host CO_Black says:
@*XO*: We have arrived safely, Commander... but maintain a transporter lock on us at all times...

FCO-Exeter says:
@::looks at Black then also starts staring at the sand::  CO: And the right way is, Sir ??

CEO_DuPont says:
@::picks up the life form and follows the CO in the direction of the life form::

Host CO_Black says:
@CMO: Understood..  All: Let's move over that dune...  ::points at the dune the CMO meant::

XO_Mortimer says:
::wanders over to OPS and ties into the transporter system::  *CO*: I'll look after it personally, Captain.

SO_Lessing says:
*XO*: Sir, shall I report to the bridge and man a station I don't normally man?

CMO_Varesh says:
@::walks with the rest, scanning all the time, hand still resting on the phaser::

TO_K`Nargh says:
@::takes the lead to keep everyone hidden behind his huge body::  CO: Stay behind me, sir, we don't want to lose you

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::walks over to Ops and sits down, keeping an eye on the transporter lock on the away team::

CEO_DuPont says:
@::trudges through the sand::

XO_Mortimer says:
*SO* Do so. I'd feel a lot safer with someone I can trust at the Conn.

MO_Hixxan_ says:
::finishes checking last patient and heads for the CMO's Office to try out that comfy chair::

CMO_Varesh says:
@::moves to a point where he can scan past the TO and still keep an eye on the CO::

Host SM_Nick says:
ACTION: The Away team round the dune, and find an old man sat in a cave.  His face is pale and wrinkled, his clothes in rags.  He looks ancient and haggard.

EO_Leasha says:
::taps fingers on the floor then gets up and starts pacing as there not much she can do::

TO_K`Nargh says:
@CO: Sir, figure spotted....looks like some sort of an old man

TO_K`Nargh says:
@::points phaser at the old man::  Old Timer: Who may you be?

Host Old_Timer says:
::is sat, visibly upset, shaking his head slowly::

SO_Lessing says:
::looks at the EO before leaving::  Computer: Lock down this area.  No-one other than me is allowed to do anything.  EO: Nothing personal, just in case.

CMO_Varesh says:
@::scans the old man::

Host Old_Timer says:
Self: And I've been waiting for it for so long....

Host CO_Black says:
@::carefully moves along and spots the old looking man, nodding at the CEO and moving closer::

SO_Lessing says:
::leaves, decides to risk a TL::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::walks closer::  TO: Put the phaser down before you hurt somebody, Ensign !

EO_Leasha says:
::sighs:: SO: None taken I guess

TO_K`Nargh says:
@Old Timer: I said who are you? ::in a louder voice::

Host Old_Timer says:
@::looks up and sees the AT::  AT: You've come?

Host CO_Black says:
@TO: Quiet down, Ensign and put down that phaser...

CMO_Varesh says:
@::blinks, thwaps his tricorder and scans again, getting the same answer::  CO: Sir... He’s more than 3,600 years old...

CEO_DuPont says:
@::Takes a defensive position, but close enough to hear what the old Timer has to say::

TO_K`Nargh says:
@CO: Yes sir, just don’t know if we can trust this old man.....

TO_K`Nargh says:
@::puts down his phaser and steps back beside the CO::

EO_Leasha says:
::sits back on the floor clearly upset that no one trusts her and starts feeling a little tearful ::

Host CO_Black says:
@Old Timer: Sir, I'm Commander Brian Black from the United Federation of Planets.... who might you be ?

Host Old_Timer says:
@AT: It feels like an eternity.  How long have you had it?

SO_Lessing says:
::arrives on the bridge...still in one piece, moves gingerly to the Conn::

EO_Leasha says:
::decided she needs a coffee thinking surly it won't hurt and looks for a replicator that works and hasn't been locked down ::

SO_Lessing says:
XO: Reporting for duty, Sir.

Host CO_Black says:
@Old Timer: If you are referring to the artefact, we had it in our possession for about 3 days...  ::glances at his away team::

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: Then I am amazed you are still alive.

CMO_Varesh says:
::thinks to himself:: Self: That long? It feels like longer.

Host Old_Timer says:
@::looks down again::  It was the greatest weapon of our time....and still it works.

XO_Mortimer says:
SO: Check our orbit and ensure we maintain it, Mr. Lessing. 

Host CO_Black says:
@ ::shakes his head softly::  Old Timer: We had our close calls... but you're telling us it is a weapon ?

EO_Leasha says:
::finds a replicator goes to order something then cringes and stops thinking for a minute::

SO_Lessing says:
*XO*: Aye Sir.  ::Monitors the ship's orbit::

CEO_DuPont says:
@::Looks at the artefact and shakes his head::  Self: That’s a weapon?

Host Old_Timer says:
@::looks up, genuinely surprised::  You didn't know?

CMO_Varesh says:
@::quietly moves away from the horse::

Host CO_Black says:
@::glances at the CMO the nodding at the old person for a moment before turning back::  Old Timer: No, we did not...

Host Old_Timer says:
@::nods to the horse::  It was the greatest psychological weapon we could create.  Designed to focus in on purely negative subconscious thoughts, and turn them into reality.

FCO-Exeter says:
@Old-timer: I rather suspects it was a night light…

TO_K`Nargh says:
@::laughs at the FCO's Comment::

EO_Leasha says:
::decided not to try just in case and goes walk about since no one actually told her to stay put::

CEO_DuPont says:
@::Looks puzzled::  Self: The EO wanted to destroy the ship?

CMO_Varesh says:
@::checks his tricorder again::

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: I suppose one of you wondered to yourself what would happen if you pressed a wrong button.  Nothing serious, mind.  Purely subconscious.

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: Did you know you'd triggered it off?

CMO_Varesh says:
@::frowns::  Self: I must say, I've been afraid of giving my patients the wrong medicine.

SO_Lessing says:
XO: Orbit is holding stable Sir.

Host CO_Black says:
@Old Timer: We had our suspicions but never came around to figure out it's exact use...

XO_Mortimer says:
SO: Very good, Mr. Lessing.

CEO_DuPont says:
@Self: I wanted the TL's not to work?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
XO: Still got a transporter lock on the Away team

CMO_Varesh says:
@::wonders if Black will hear if he speaks in his mind, but decides not to do it yet, without warning the man first.::

EO_Leasha says:
::heads back to science because there’s nothing else to do and sits back down reading her padd::

FCO-Exeter says:
@CO: The Adrienne's crew what happened too them?

MO_Hixxan says:
::finds out CMO's chair is as comfy as it looks, begins to wonder how Varesh is doing on the AT::

EO_Leasha says:
::falls a sleep in the corner of Science::

CMO_Varesh says:
@CO: Sir, I say we give it back, and leave... and don't look back. And of course find the Adrienne crew.

FCO-Exeter says:
@CMO: I suspect that the old man can help us get the Adrienne crew back

Host CO_Black says:
@::nods at the FCO::  Old Timer: Sir, we got the device from another ship... where the crew disappeared...could you tell us what happened to them ?

CMO_Varesh says:
@::nods at Exeter::

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: I do not know.

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: If they had exerted any kind of force field on it, then they would befall the same fate as we did, all those years ago.

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: Is that how it started with you?

FCO-Exeter says:
@Old Timer: So there dead??

Host Old_Timer says:
@FCO: I do not know.

Host CO_Black says:
@Old Timer: We did put a force field around it for save keeping...

CMO_Varesh says:
@::listens with horrified fascination::

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: Then, by doing so, you sealed your own fate.

Host CO_Black says:
@Old Timer: Are you telling me any force field would act as a magnifying glass ?

EO_Leasha says:
::is happily asleep in the corner of Science::

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: And, if your friends did on your other ship, then they may be dead.

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: A trigger.

FCO-Exeter says:
@Old Timer: Couldn't you just use the thing and think in a negative way too get your people back???

SO_Lessing says:
*EO*: Leasha, you alive down there?

Host Old_Timer says:
@FCO: No.  What is left of them you see beneath your feet.  That thing decimated an entire planet.

EO_Leasha says:
::doesn't here the comm. as she’s sound asleep ::

SO_Lessing says:
::Begins to worry about the EO::

Host Old_Timer says:
Self: A whole civilization, whose negative thoughts became so enflamed by reality, that they simply turned to dust.

Host CO_Black says:
@Old Timer: And we can't reverse it with our positive thoughts... to change things back the way they where...?

Host Old_Timer says:
@CO: No.  The only way is to return it from whence it came.  The dust.

SO_Lessing says:
*EO*: Leasha...  You all right down there?

CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks at the old man::  Old Timer: You mean, bury it?

Host Old_Timer says:
@CMO: No.  ::shakes his head morosely::  I am its last keeper.  It's last victim.

FCO-Exeter says:
@::looks around::  Self: Great, meaning I have too start digging!

CMO_Varesh says:
@::frowns:: Old Timer: You mean... ::lets the thought hang::

Host Old_Timer says:
@CMO: I have had to wait for its return, knowing that this was the only true way to destroy it.

Host CO_Black says:
@Old Timer: Then here it is... ::hands the artefact to the Old Timer::

CMO_Varesh says:
@Old Timer: And you waited more than three and a half millennia?

SO_Lessing says:
::Now really worried about the EO::

Host Old_Timer says:
@::looks at him in stunned disbelief::  CMO: It has been that long?

SO_Lessing says:
Computer: Sound the Alarm in the Science Lab.  *EO*: Are you alive in there?

EO_Leasha says:
::wakes hearing the com::  *SO*: oh err I’m fine

CMO_Varesh says:
@::nods:: Old Timer: Yes,  you are more than 3,600 years old...

Host Old_Timer says:
@CMO: Strange.  It feels longer.

EO_Leasha says:
*SO*: What’s up ?

SO_Lessing says:
*EO*: Very Good.  Computer: Shut off the Alarm.

CMO_Varesh says:
@::raises an eyebrow:: Old Timer: May you find peace at last.

EO_Leasha says:
::hears the Alarm shut off:: *SO*: Oh and thanks

Host Old_Timer says:
ACTION: Man and horse turn to dust.

SO_Lessing says:
EO: Things seem to have stabilised, though I would not bet on that until the Away Team returns.

Host CO_Black says:
@::blinks with his eyes as the man disappears::

CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks sad as the old man turns to dust::

CEO_DuPont says:
@::Takes a step back surprised::

Host Old_Timer says:
ACTION: The Away team are left alone on the deserted planet, the grey sky hanging in the same sort of way that bricks don't.

EO_Leasha says:
*SO*: In other words please still do not touch anything huh ::looks Miserable ::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::shakes his head::  Self: Ashes too ashes and dust too dust 

Host CO_Black says:
@All: Sadly...it seems the circle is round now...

SO_Lessing says:
*EO*: Got it in one.

CMO_Varesh says:
@CO: Aye, sir... now can we get out of here? I'm getting more depressed by the second.

FCO-Exeter says:
@CO: No we aren’t, we still have too report the loss of the Adrienne's crew

EO_Leasha says:
::Rests chin on her knee still rather tearful and disliking the CEO at the moment::  *SO*: Fine I promise not to touch a thing

Host CO_Black says:
@::nods and smiles::  *XO*: Black to Mortimer, we have completed our mission here...please beam us out of here.....

CEO_DuPont says:
@::wonders how he's going to explain this to the EO::

Host Old_Timer says:
ACTION: In a sad shimmer of blue, the Away team leaves the planet to it’s desolate state.

XO_Mortimer says:
*CO* Aye, Captain. ::hits the beamout button from OPS::

Host Old_Timer says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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